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process, then the model will give rise to a particular cointegrating restriction. In this paper we 

demostrate that if the PV relation is exact, such that no additive error term appears in the 
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of convergence that is faster than the usual super-consistent rate characterising estimators in the 

cointegration literature. Finally, the paper is completed with two empirical analyses of PV models 

using term structure data and farmland data, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

In economics and finance there is a long tradition for using present value models to 

describe economic behaviour. The basic Sel up can usually :be described as follows. Let 

Y, and X, be an endogenous and a forcing variable, respectively. Then, fundamentally, 

Y, is detennined as the present discounted value of expected future values of the X's. 

Fonnally we have that 

(1.1) 

where eis a factor of proportionality and ~ is the constant discount factor (13=(1 +r)"l) 

with r being the rate oí return. E, is the mathematical expectation at time t conditional 

on the infonnation set 0 , which as a mínimum includes (X,.j , J~O}. Finally, the additive 

component vl is an error tenn measuring stochastic discrepancies from the linear 

relationship. In a wide number of empirical and theoretical studies it is a maintained 

assumption that this tenn be absent. This is a very critical assumption and refers to the 

class of models dubbed by Hanscn and Sargent (1991) as exact linear rational 

expectations (ELRE) models. In such models "there is an exact linear relation across 
lorecasts 01future values olone set 01 variables and current and past values 01 sorne 
other set 01 variables'" (Hansen and Sargent (1991), p. 45). The distinction between 

exact and non-exact models will be crucial for the results derived in this papero 

Many economíc models faH within the class of models described in (1.1). For 

instance, the model may describe the expectations theory of the tenn structure where 

Y, is the Iong-tenn yield and X, is the short-tenn yield, see e.g. Campbell and Shiller 

(1987, 1991), Sargent (1979), and Shiller (1979). The model could also describe the 

pricing of stocks, where Y, is then the stock price and XI dividend payments, see e.g. 

Campbell and Shiller (1987), and West (1987, 1988a). With sorne modifications the 

model may also represent the pennancnt income theory oí consumption, compare e.g. 

Campbell (1987), Campbell and Deaton (1989), Flavin (1981,1993), Deaton (1987) and 

West (1988b), and also generalisations to the accomodation of adjustment costs in 

linear quadratic models is a possibUity as for instance in labour and money demand 

relations, see Sargent (1978), Kennan (1979), Dolado et al. (1991), Gregory et al. 

(1993) and Engsted and Haldrup (1994, 1995). Finally, the possibility of time-varying 

discount rates can be accomodated by making a 10g-linearization of the PV-reIation, see 

e.g. Campbell and Shiller (1989) and Timmennan (1995). 

An important implication oí present val~e r:nodeIs is that the variables Y, and 

X, necessarily have to be cointegrated in the sense oí EngIe and Granger (1987), 

.._._----------------,-----------------
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required, of course, that the individual variables can be characterised as integrated 

processes, see 'e.g. Campbell and Shiller (1987). However, cointegration is not a 

··sufficient but only a necessary condition· for the model to be valid; further parametric 

restrictions need to be satisfied and in Campbell and Shiller (1987) these further 

requirements are provided with associated test procedures. Engsted and Haldrup (1994) 

generatize their results to the linear quadratic adjustment cost mode!. 

The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate that a deeper kind of 

cointegration will occur ir the present value model is of the exact type. In fact, we 

show that in this case the integral of equilibrium errors atone level of cointegration 

(the integral of the spread between Y, and X" for instance), will cointegrate with the 

level of X,. A reparametrization of the model will then lead to cointegrating relations 

involving variables of integration order higher than one (polynomial cointegration). 

Basically this characteristic of the data has the property of multicointegrated time series 

as initially conceived by Granger and Lee (1989, 1990). The statistical concept of 

multicointegration thus delivers a necessary (though not sufficient) condition for the 

model to be an exact linear rational cxpectations model. 

Since the exact model is so prevalent in empirical workt, testing for multi

cointegration provides a useful and important additional empírical check of tbis kind 

of models. In addition, the multicointegration framework provides a method to· obtain 

an estimate of the discount factor Pwhich has very favourable statistical properties. It 

is well-known that when Y, and X, are cointegrated 1(1) series, a super-consistent 

estimate of Pcan be obtained by regressing Y, on XI' However, when the present value 

model is of the exact type we show that estimates with even faster rates of convergence 

can be achieved by including integrals of Y, and XI in the regression model. 

The plan of the rest of the paper is the following. In the next section the, 

distinction between exact and non-ex~ct rational expectations models is explained in 
depth and tIte cointegration possibilities that may occur are derived. It is emphasized 

that in order for ~e multi~ointegration result to apply it is important that e(ther the 

econometrician knows ali the variables used by agents in forroing expectations about 

the future, or that the model is formulated such that it inc1udes an observable variable 

which, under the hypothesis that the exact rationa! expectations model is true, 

summarizes all the information used by agents. The subsequent section addresses 

estimation and testing of the multicointegrated model. Finally, empírica! examples are 

I For instance the variance bounds tests and tests of cross-cqu:ulon restrictions presented in Campbell 
(1987), Campbelland Shiller (1987), West (1987, 1988), and Engstcd and Haldrup (1994), in/U alia, are 
dcrived for the exact modcl. 
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presented with reference to the terro structure of interest rates and the present value 

model of fannland prlces. The final section concludes with suggestions for future 
extensions and deveIopments. 

2. The cointegration implications of present value modeIs. 

Consider the present value (PV) modeI (1.1) which can be rearranged such that 

(2.1) 

where S, is frequently referred to as the spread between Y, and X" The expression states 
that if X, is integrated of order one, 1(1), then the right hand side of .(2.1) is stationary 

and integrated of order zero, 1(0), requiring, natural1y, that ~<1 and that v, is itself a 
stationary 1(0) component. Consequent1y. the left hand side of (2.1) will also be 1(0) 

so that Y, and X, will cointegrate with cointegration vector (1, -8). Using EngIe and 
Granger's (1987) notation we thus have that Y X, - el(1,1).

" 
In order to derive the multicointegration properties of the model it will be 

natural, at least to make the subsequent arguments more intelligibIe, to consider also 

the situation where X, and Y, are 1(2). In this case the fust difference of (2.1) can be 
written as 

(2.2) 

where the fust terro on the right hand side is now 1(0) by definition, whilst the. second 

terro is the expectational forecast revision of !lX,• which is an innovation under the 

assumption of rational expectations. Hence the fust differenced variables DoY and !lX,
" 

are cointegrated as before. However, polynomial cointegration, see e.g. EngIe and Y00 

(1991) and Haldrup and Salmon (1995), is another possibility that may occur for an 
1(2) system. Th~ PV rel~tion (2.1) can also be written in tbe following way: 

(2.3)YI -8X,- l8!~ !lX,• 1~~ I::l ~ 'Ep2X,+i+V I ' 

and hence Y X, and 1iX, are fully cointegrated in tbe sense that a particular linear 
" combination is integrated of order zero. Equations such as (2.3) arise naturally in the 

context of e.g. Cagan's modeI of hyperinflation,' where money (X,) and prices (Y,) are 

1(2) processes, see Engsted (1993). Generally polynor:1ial cointegration may occur for 
systems with higher order integrated variables. We will now demonstrate that even for 

1(1) systems a sinúlar relationship will appear when the model is an ELRE model. 

"1-------

\ 
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DEFINITION. MULTICOINTEGRATION.· Assume that Yl an4. Xl. are cointegrated time 
." . . .' 

series olorder el(1,I) such that Y,·eX,=S,.is, stationary.; II the jntegrall(1)-variable 
d']S,=I.j.~ Sj cointegrates wi~h X, such that a parameter le exists whereby A']S,-1CX, js 

also a statj07UZry relation, then Y, and X, are said to be multicointegrated. In this case 
the cointegrating relationship amongst the variables can be wrjtten as 

where A~~Y., and d']X, are now 1(2) variables; 

The aboye definition followsfrom Granger and Lee (1989, 1990) who used the notion 

of multicointegration to' analyie inventory data. Observe that although the natural 

economic variables are integrated of order one, the single series can be transformed by 
integral operations and hence yielding a higher level of cointegration which involves 

variables integrated of an order higher than one. Potentially the property can be iterated 

further if, in addition, the cumulated cointegration errors from the multieoíntegrated 

relation eointegrate with the X, variable. When this ís the case the relation implicitly 

involves variables integrated of order higher than two. 

It is interesting to observe how multicointegration amongst a set of variables 

has similarities to the standard (univariate) unít root model. Multicointegrated time 

series and the unít root model both have the property that the regressors are linear 

eombinations of the errorsdriving the mode!. For instance, in the unit root model 

Y'=Y'_l+E, and thus Y,-l=Lj.'¡JEj+Yo, where Yo is the initial value. So essentially y, 

eointegrates with the cumulatcd historie errors. SimilarIy. the multieointegration model 

ean be expressed as "I..j='¡;j=K X, + error, with Y,=GX,+S,. so the eumulated errors 

eointegrate with the X, variable and henee also with Y,. Park (1992) has termed this 

class of models singular cointegrated models. 
We are now able to show that an exact linear rational expectations mode1 will 

imply multicointegration. 

PRoPosmON 2.1. Let Y, and X, satisfy the exact linear present value relation 

Then Y, and X, are multicointegrated time series. 

PROOF. Assume as tlle benchmark the non-exact model (1.~) or alterriatively the mode1 

(2.1). We shalllater assume that ",=0. Following Campbell and Shiller (1987) we can 

-..-....---.-------r---:-------------
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define a linúted infonnation set H,= {M'oj' S'oj' J~}, observable to the econometrician, 
and the following pth order VAR model: 

r6X'J _ra(L) 'b(L)] r6X'_I] + [el'] (2.4)lS, lc(L) d(L) lS'_l e2t 

where a(L), b(L), c(L) and d(L) are lag polynomials in the lag-operator L. This way of 
writing the VAR model follows directIy from Bewley's (1979) representation of a 
cointegrated VAR model. Equation (2.4) can be written more comprehensively in rust 

order companion' fonn as Z,=AZ'ol+e" where Z, is the vector [6X" S" M,.I' S'.I'....' 

6X"p+l' S,.p+/] and with A being the corresponding companion matrix of VAR 
parameters. If we define g as the vector that selects the frrst equation of the VAR, 

forecasts of future l!JX conditional on H, can be generated as E,(l!JX¡-t iIH¡)=gAiZ¡. By 
projecting each side of equation (2.1) onto HI , and noting that the left hand side is 

unchanged since SI is already in HI• we obtain 

(2.5) 

where PI=EI(v,IH,) andwhere A¡(L) and AiL) are lag-polynonúals with coefficients that 
are complicated functions of the model parameters. From this we can solve with respect 
to S, thus yielding 

(2.6) 

where B¡{L), BiL) are rational lag-polynomials. Now, since any polynomial can be 
arranged such that for instance 8¡(L)=8¡(I)+M;(L), each side of (2.6) can be 
transfonned by the integral operator.Hence we obtain 

(2.7) 

From this expression it can be seen that, in general, the integral of cointegration errors 
(the accumulated spread) ~.1 S,=~·lY,_e~olx, should not cointegrate with X, because ~.Jp, 

is 1(1), except when p, is non-invertible. Notwithstanding, if we have an exact model 
such that vl=O for aH values of t implying that the last term in (2.7) is absent, then ~.IS, 

and X, will in fact cointegrate with cointegrating vector (1, -BI(I» which is a 
cQmplicated, highly non-linear function of e, ~, and the VAR pararneters. This proves 
that Y, and X, are multicointegrated when the model is exact. 

o 

......-.----------r--;-------------
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Notice that since multicointegration implies operations with the lag-operator, 
the notion may a1so be referred to as polynomial cointegration. The notion of multi
cointegration is relevant in relation to 1(2) systems since the integral of cointegration 
errors implicitly implies the cumulation of 1(1) variaOles. One c.an thus redefme 
variables in an appropriate way such .that essentially the.fiodel becprnes of the type 

given.in (2.3). It is interesting to observe, how~ver, mat the multicointegration result . . 

. of exact present value models goes far bey.ond just one extra level of cointe~ation as 
illustrated above. Notice simply, thatby considering the facto~sation B~(L)=B~(l)+ 

MJ;·(L) one more leve! of cointegration appears by cumulating both sides of.(2.7): OJlCe 
more given that p,=O. This procedure can be repeated, and general1y, ü Bl(L) is a fmite 
p'th order AR poIynomial,p such integral operations can beconducted yielding finally 
a perfect1y cointegrated relationship between the variables. However, since Rl(L) in 
most cases is a rational polynomial, c.f. the defmition given in (2.6), integral operations 
can, at least in principIe, be repeated infmitely. In practice, the presence of small 
measurement errors is likely to malee cointegration at leveIs higher than two 
inconceivable since such errors become increasingly important when the variables are 

. .. . 
being integrated. 

From the above derivations it is c1ear that it is very important to inelude S, in 
the limited infonnation set H, in order for the multicointegration result to prevai1: If, 
for example, H, only inc1udes current and lagged ~" and agents base their ~xpectations 

on a larger infonnation set, then the projection (jf (2.1) onto H, does not Ieave the left
hand side unchanged. Hence, the left-hand side of (2.5) would be S, plus an error which 
when transfonned by the integral operator, A- l

, would become 1(1), and hence implying 
no multicointegration. The intuition behind the result, that by including S, in H, we get 
multicointegration even if the econometrician does not know all the variables that 
agents exploit in forecasting, is that under the exact model S, is the optimal predictor 
of the present value of future M, as indicated in (2.1). Therefore, if agents use more 
infonnation than is observed by the econometrician, then S, will surnmarize that 
additional infonnation under rationa! expectations. 

In order to get a deeper understanding oí the nature of the multicointegr,ation 
result, let us look at a few special cases. 

EXAMPLE 2.1. Assume rust, that the true data generating process for the. forcing 

variable X, is a random walk with a possible drift, Le. AX,=O+l1" then the right~hand 

side of (2.1) is a constant since v,=O for al1 t: 
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. eó 
S-Y-8X-- and hence 
" , 1-~ 

l •.',: • 

In this special case there is perfeet cointegration bétween Y, and X,. and consequentIy 
S, is not a stochastic variable, but becomes a constant, whereby its integral becomes a 
time trend. Naturally this'component cannot cointegrate with X, and there will thus be 
no multiéointegration. However, the example strives for the importance of a possible 
time irénd in the specification of iritegral errors. Perfect cointegration is not a very 
realistic situation, so consider the second 'simple, though slightly more general example. 

EXAMPLE 2.2. Assume·that tiX, is a frrst order autoregressive process: AX,=ytiX'.J+u" 
Now, since p,=O, (2.1) can be reexpressed as 

s-y ,-ex - e~y DX and bence A-1S _ e~y x . 
" 'l-py , , l-~y , 

As seen tbere is now cointeg'ration, though not perfect cointegration, between Y, and X,. 

Moreover there is perfect cointegration between A·IS, and X, since there is no error term 

in this relation. Overall there is thus perfect multicointegration amongst the variables. 

Naturally these examples easily generalize, and if we include more than one lag 
of M, and S, as explanatoryvariables in the VAR, a stationary terro equal to B l (L)!:J(, 

will always appear in the relationship between A·1S, and X" and since BiL) generally 
will be a rational polynonñal, there is, as previously argued. "non-perfect" multi
cointegration. This is what we would expect to see in real data when the exact linear 
rational expectations model is valido 

3. Estimating and testing multicointegrated systems. 

Since the multicointegration result of exact PV models explicitly involves the 
cumulation of cointegration errors at another level of cointegration, the implied 
consequences w.r.t. estimation and testing become non-trivial. On the face ~f ii iliere 
are two possible procedures to test for multicointegration that seem possible: A two

step procedure ~d a one-step procedure. 
, .;; The' former pib'éedure is based on the idea that first cointegration between Y, 

and X, is tested using standard cointegration techniques. If the series are accepted to be 
cointegrated, Le. such that S, is stationary, the regression residuaJs from this first step 
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are cumul~ted as the new variable !J;IS'=!.j=~Sj' In the second step this variable i~' 
regressed on X, and possible detenninistics like an intercept and a trend in order to take 
account of non zero means of the series. Subsequently the integration .~rder of the 
regression residuals from this second step regression is tested. If the errors are 1(0) the 
series are multicointegrated. Although this procedure seems plausible in principIe it 

appears to be less attractive in practice. As we show in Appendix 1. the limiting theory 
to test for multicointegration is complicated by the fact that the auxiliary regression is 
based on cumulated regression residuals from another regression. Standard methods to 
test for cointegration therefore become invalidated for this particular type of models. 
since essentially the asymptotics will be expre~sed in terms' oí function~; of a 
Brownian Bridge process rather than a Brownian Motíon process as is normally the 
case. See Appendix 1 for details. 

The one step proeedure, on the other hand, simultaneously tests both levels of 

cointegration, and as we shall argue this proeedure will have several favourable 

statistical properties compared to the two-step procedure. Consider an integral 
regression of the form 

(3.1) 

The inc1usion of a time trend follows from the faet that if the single series Y, and X, 
have a non-zero mean, then the eumulated series will have a trend. For instance, if 

o o (3.2)X,-11+X" M, -t, 

where E, has a zero mean, then 

(3.3) 

The idea is therefore to test whether the errors u, from the integral regression (3.1) 

follow an 1(0) process (the case of multicointegration), an 1(1) process (the case of rust 

level cointegration but no multicointegration) and finally the case of an 1(2) process 

where there is no cointegration amongst the variables. Assume in the case of a 

multicointegrated ELRE model that the least squares regression 

(3.4) 

is eonducted where the true process satisfi~s (3.1)-(3.3) with u,=B;(L)l1Xt in accordance 
with (2.7). Then, provided M,o=E, satisfies the invarinnce principIe, the following 

proposition follows as a special case of Haldrup (1994) (Theorem 1. p. 160): 
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PROPOSlTION 3.1. 
" 

Tlll((to- ao> 
T31l({t -a) 

Gil ::!> (fQ'(r)Q'(r)'dr)-I(fQ'(r)dQ+(O,O,o,vo>') 
T2(8-9) 

. . T(~-~) 

where 

Q '(r)-(1, ;, (O''QVj, (O'Q(r»)' with 'QVj - !'Q(s)cIs 

and Q(r) is a standard Brownian motion process. We also have the definiúons 

1 O 'Yo 'Y 1� 

O 1 'Y 1 O� 
G

O O 1 O� 

O O O 1 

(O. -B;(l)-l ro , ro2 -liIl1¡-_E(T- 1(¿; U)2), and� 

v0-«(02_(0:)/2, with (O:-liIl1¡-_E(T-\E; uf» .� 

Notice that ro is the long run variance associated with the li.miting process of the 
nonnalised u, process. 

PROOf. A complete proofis given in Haldrup (1994), so in order to see how the result 
follows from this reference we just need to fmd the lirniting behaviour of the regressors 
given in the regression (3.4). Let E, satisfy the usual conditions for the invariance 

pririciple such that 

whe·re W(r) is a Brownian Motion process. Then 

T-In.,,~T'] U._T-ln.,,~T'l B '(1)e .+0 (1) ~ B'(l)W(r)=(OQ(r)
"'-'...1 1 "'-'1..1 1 1 P 1 

where Q(r) is a standard Brownian motíon on [0,1]. Similarly it follows that 

X,O ~B;(l)-I(OQ(r) :: (O'Q(r) 
oÓ-lX~ :!> (O.i'Q(s)ds == (O''QU) 
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The interesting thing to note about Proposidon 3.1.is that the distribution of the 

various regression coefficients are linked together in a particular way through the G

matrix, although the distributions generalIy are non-standard. More importantly, 

however, it can be seen that when the model exhibits multicointegrati~n the parameter 

e can be estimated at the "super-super" consistent rate, 0i'fl), when the regression is 

of an integral fonn. tbis is in contrast to a standard (non-integral) cointegration 

regression where e is estimated at the super consistent rate, Op(1). The parameter on 

tbe second level of cointegration on the other hand is estimated super-consistently. 

.Since the exact PV model implies that an infinity of integral operations (in principIe) 

can be conducted, even faster rates of convergence can be obtained. However, in 

practice an integral regression of the fonn (3.4) is likely to suffice if measurement 

errors are presento 

Testing of the null of no multicointegration can be directly advocated by a 

residual based test, such as the Dickey-Fuller cointegration test, applied to the 
A 

regression residuaIs U,. In Haldrup (1994) the limiting distribution of the Dickey-Fuller 

cointegration t-rado is reported for the 1(2) model which characterises the present model 

in integral fonn and with the regression counterpart (3.4). The critical values for this 

case are also provided in this reference for the situation where a constant is included 

in the regression. In appendix 2 of this paper the critical calues are extended to the case 

where a trend has been included in the regression as well. . . 

As seen the single step procedure will have certain statistical advantages 

compared to the two-step procedure described in the appendix. Firstly, the distrlbutions 

conceming tests of the null that there is no multicointegration will be well-known for 

the single step procedure based on integral regression, and, secondly, provided the 

system does exhibit multicointegration, the f11'st leveI cointegration par~eter can be 

estimate.d more consistent1y compared to the situation v.:here a tw,o-step procedure is 

considered or any other procedure not taking advantage of an integral parametrization 

of the model. 

In many situations the cointegration pararneters (at least at the f11'st level of 

cointegration) are given a priori by econonúc theory (see the next section). In such 

cases, naturally, integral regressions direct1y specify l(l) systems.and the associated test 

procedure available to 1(1) systems can be applied directly. 

4. Applications. 

4.1 The Term Structure oC Interest Rates. 

In this section we illustrate the methods described in the previous section using 

US and Danish tenn structure data. Campbell and Shiller (1991) test the exact version 

..-.-..------------r--:-------------
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of the expectations hypothesis of the tenn structure oí interest rates (EHT) using the 
zero-coupon bond yield data set from McCulloch (1990), which probably is one of the 
most complete, comprehensive and widely used data sets covering the US bond market. 
The data is month1y and covers the period 1952:1 - 1987:2 of a l-month yield, a 3
months yield and a 10-year yield. Overall, Campbe11 and Shiller reject the exact version 
of the EHT using these data. In contrast, Engsted and Tanggaard (1995) using monthly 
Danish zero-coupon bond yields across the same maturities as McCulloch's data, see 
Engsted and Tanggaard (1994», find quite strong suppon for the exact EHT in 
Denmark during the perlod 1976:1 - 1985:7. This implies that we should be able to find 
multicointegration in the Danish data, whereas we rnight or might not find such 
evidence for the US data. In figures 1 and 2 the US and Danish interest series are 
displayed. 

Figure 1 about here 

Figure 2 about here 

The expectations hypothesis of the term structure of zero-coupon yields cannot 
be exactly represented by equation (1.1) since there is no discount factor and the time 
horizon is fmite. A direct analogue to (1.1) is, however, to write the model in linearized 
forro as 

(4.1) 

where R[nJis the n-period (long) interest rate and R[JJ is the l-perlod (short) interest 
rateo From (4.1) the spread S,=R[IIJ_R[JJ can be written as 

~1 n-iE (1)S, - L."i_l n pR,.i +V , (4.2) 

which is the counterpart of equation (2.1). Notice thát in contrast to the discussion 
given in section 3 concenúng estimation and testing procedures, the cointegration 
parameter e is known in this case to equal one. Otherwise the multicointegration 
property follows directly as for the PV-model set up in section 2 when v,=O for a11 
values of t. 

All involved time series for both countries were tested to be 1(1) processes and 
a11 bilateral spreads, S" of the series were found to be 1(0). So the idea was next to 
consider cointegration regressions like 

.~. ,._._-------------,------------,--------,--------------
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(4.3) 

or altematively 

(4.4) 

and test the order of integratio,n2 of the regression error tenns. Notice that the theory 

does not tell which variable to put on the left hand. side (LHS), of ,the cointegration 

regressio~;Jl~~~~ we try ;both. Since S, was giy'e.~ .bY theory ~ th~~ cas~ we o~y need 
• .' . . •. . • . 1- .....'1: . '·'.·'t·P . 

to consider an J(l) system of variables. In table'1 the Dickey-Fullerc(jmte~ation tests 

are reported fo~ each country and for two dirrerellt cases. In each 0:(' fuese cases" RflJ 

was taken to be the short yield, whilst the long yield, RfIlJ, was either taken to be the 

3-months yield or the 10-year yield. As seen, there is absolutely nó ~~i,dence, of 

multicointegration in the US data. This is consistent with the previous 'findings in 

Campbell and Shiller (1991) who strongly 'reject the exact version of the EHT. The 

results for Denmark are less clearcut. When SIS, is used as left-hand side variable in 

the multicointegration regression, the results are similar to those for the USo However, 

if instead R,(1) is used as left-hand' side variable there is now evidence of multi

cointegration in the Danish data at both the long and short end of the tenn structure. 

This is consistent with the findin~s in Engsted and Tanggard (1995) who cannot reject 

the exact EHT on the Danish data. 

Table 1 about here 

4.2 The Present Value Model of Farmland Prices. 

Recently the exact rational expectations version oí the present value model has been 

used extensively to interpret the behaviour oí land prlces, see e.g. Falle (1991) and 

Tegene and Kuchler (l993). Let P, denote the real prlce per acre of fannland, measured 

at the end of perlod t; R, denotes the real rent paid durlng perlod t; and ~=(l +r)-1 is the 

discount factor where r denotes the (constant) capitalization rateo The present value 

model relating P, to R, can then be stated as 

.. 
(4.5)

P, - :E PiEft'+i . 
i-l 

As in section 2 this model can be rewritten as 

1 Only tests Cor 2. order mullicointcgration wcrc conductcd. becausc small1llclIsurcment crrors duc to 
splbe-smoothing construction oC yield spreads. and thc linearization errors. may potentially become important 
when integrated. 

........---------------r--:------------------.� 
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1 • i . 
P, - -R, - :E J3 EpR,.¡� (4.6) 

r i-t 

which is equivalent to (2.1) for v,=O for all t and with e=r·\. Notice that in this case e 
is unknown and must be estimated. A· super-consistent estimate is obtained by 
regressing P, on R,. However, as we have seen, a super-super-consistent estimate can 
be óbtained be regressing ti-1p, (ti-tR,) on a constant, a trend, R, (P,), and ti-tR, (ti-tp,), 

c.f. (3.1), provided there is multicointegration. 
In using this approach we apply annual fannland· 'arid rent data from the Coro 

Belt agrlcultuial region in the USo The data span the perlod 1921 to 1989 and are listed 
in'Tegene and Kuchler (1994). The data is disphiyedin figure 3. Tegene and Kuchler 
(1993) have previously established that these data are 1(1) and cointegrated, and have 

oobtained super-consistent estimates of the yearly capitalization rate r=e ranging from\ 

0.052 to 0.056. 

Table 2 gives the results of running regression (3.1) on the same data. Since 
the regression contains a mixture of 1(1) and 1(2) variables as well as a constant and 

.a trend,� the critical values tabulated in Appendix 2 should be used in testing the 
hypothesis of no multicointegration. The 5% critical value is approximately -4.42, so 

as seen, whether we use ti"lp, or ti"IR, as dependent variable, the ADF tests are strongly 
significant which indicates that P, and R, are multicointegrated in the way predicted by 
the exact present value model. The super-super-consistent estimates of the yearly 
capitalization rate are both close to 0.053 which is economically quite reasonable. 

Figure 3 about here 

Table 2 abont here 

s. Conclusion. 

In this paper we have demonstrated, that for exact linear rational expectations 
models, e.g. present value models with no error :tlmn added to tbe model, a deeper fonn 
of cointegration; multicointegration, will occur such that the integral of cointegration 
enors at one level oí cointegration will cointegrate with other time series components 

of the model. Multicointegration thus delivers a statistical property of the data that is 
necessary, though not sufficient, for this class of models to be valido The exact present 
value model has testable implications, but although simple ex~ples may exist where 
standard cointegration procedures for 1(1) systems can be adopted to test for 
multicointegration, this will generally not be the case. Various estimation and inference 

, . 
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procedures were discussed and- our general suggestion for empirical practice is to 

consider different levels of cointegration joint1y through integral regressions where 

potentially the cointegration procedures for 1(2) systems need to be used. In an analysis 

of US and Danish zero coupon bond yields the exact version of the expectations 

hypothesis of the term structure was exanúned. In support of previous analyses of the . 

s~e data series we found sorne evidence that the Danish term structure data exhibit 

multicointegration which is in contrast to the US data. Similarly, the Present Value 

model of farrnland priceswas exa,mined for data frorn ~e Coro Belt agricultura! regíon 

in the USo Multicointegration amongst the variables was supported for this particular . 

data sel. 

A natural generalisation of the model considered in this paper is to inc1ude the 

possibility of time-varying discount rates. This can be accomodated by considering for 

instance log-linearized representations of the present value model as suggested for 

instance by Campbell and Shiller (1989). 

. .... 

-- .. -.-----.---------------r~------------------
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Appendix .l. 

Theproperties of a two step procedure to test for multicointegration. 

The ftrst level of cointegration in the PV model reads 

t-l,2,......,T (A.l) 

where wehave assumed that only one forcing'varfable is present iD the model. In most 

cases this seems to be the natural although generalizations can be easi1y made. To 
achieve notational simplicity' we restrict X, to be a scalar variable. As seen we have also 
included a constant in the model. Assume that this level of cointegration is estímated 

using the Engle and Granger (1987) procedure. Tt fol1ows that an estimate ofthe spread 

variable S, can be found as 

s-y -li-eX -S _T-l~T S -(e-8)(X _T-l~TX) (A.2)
I I r I I L.tl I I L.tl I 

where it is a wel1 known result that e~8 of order O/D, whereby the last term will 

vanish of order Op(T1f2) since X, is integrated of order one and hence is Op(T1f2). With 

respect to the second level of cointegration - multicointegration - it applies theoretical1y 

that 

(A.3) 

where ~Bl(1) and u,=B~(L)AX, is 1(0) according to (2.7) for an ELRE model. To malee 

the algebra simple we have assumed here that the spread variable has zero mean such 
that no trend will be present in (A.3). A natural sample analogue of (A.3) based on 
least squares estimates is to consider the regression residuals from (A.2) and conducting 

in the second step the regression 

(AA) 

to see whether the regression residuals fol1ow a stationary 1(0) process. A problem 

arises in this case, though, since the generated regressand /},.lS , obviously will have l(l) 

characteristics, but it is bounded in the sense that the sum across an T observations of 
...� 
S, will equal zero. This is directly implied by accumulating regression residuals f~om
 

a least squares regression with an intercepto We have now the following Proposition, 

which states that under suitable conditions the limiting process of /},-lS after 
" 

appropriate normalization, will be a Brownian bridge (a tied down Brownian motíon) 
defmed on the unit interval [0,1], (see DiJJingsley 1968, p. 64). This means that the 
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process behaves like a Brownian motion but it has the property that it starts at zero and 
also ends at zero. 

PROPOSmON A.l Assume that the invariance principie is satisfied, see e.g. Park and 
Phillips (1988), such thatfor S, and t;X,=e, givenfrom (A.l) 

where WJ(r) and Wir) are Brownian 111;otion processesan4 [Tr] signifies the J7J.teger 
value of its argumento Then for T~oo the regression residuals following from (A.2) 
satisfy 

T-ll2~~Trl S. ~ Ver)L...J,-¡ , 

where Ver) is a Brownian bridge on [O,l] with the property that V(O)=V(1)=O. 

PROOF. If follows from Park and Phillips (1988), Theorem 3.2 p. 475, that 

T(8-8) ~ (iW;(r)Zdr)-t(iW;dWt+02t) 

where 02t=limT~ooTl(L;E(e,s,)+L,=D::jSlE(f.,s) and W;(r)=W2(r)-J~W2(r)dris a demeaned 
Brownian motion. 1t also applies that 

T-31'2~[Trl (X _T-l~ITrl X) :b ('(W (r)- rW (r)dr)dr and 
L.,\ , L.,I , Jo 2 Jo 2 

T-3I2EiTr] S, :!> l'w¡(r)dr. 

Rence we have from (A.2) and (A.4) that 

/).-1$ (r) _ T-ll2~(T'J s._T-31'2[Tr]~(T,) S _1i(8_8)T-31'l~[T'1 (X _T-l~T X) <=> 
1\ LJi-l , LJ¡, LJl' L...Jl'� 

/),.-I$.j.r) ~ W
2
(r)-rW

2
(l)� 

-(.1W;(r)2dr)-¡(.1w;(r)dW¡+02¡)(L'(w2(r)- .1W2(r)dr)dr) :=V(r) . 

By evaluarlng the asymptotic limit for r::0 and r::l, it can be easily verified that the 

conditions for the expression to be a Brownian bridge are satisfied. However, it is very 
different from the way a Brownian bridge is nonnally treated in the literature where X, 
is assumed to be either a stationary process or possibly a vector of deterministic 
regressors, compare e.g. MacNeiU (1978), and Ploberger and Kramer (1992a,b). 
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It should be noted that the Brownian motion processes W1(r) and W2(r) 

generally will be correlated. In the special case of multicointegration such that the 
ge~erating mechanism is (A.3), then Wl(r)=~.w2(r) ~ith ~ approprlate redefmition of 

. . . . . 
~1' O 

The fact that ,i.lS, will act as a Brownian Bridge in the limit rather than a 
Brownian Motion implies tbat Dickey-Fuller tests for cointegration, for instance, will 
have a different limiting distribution compared to normal settings. This will obviously 
giy~ ris~. to s{ze·. distonions of the tests. This is also verified in Monte CarIo 

• • , • • .:: o. • • • • . '. ~ . • • 

experiments that can be obtained from the authors upon request. 

Appendix 2. 

Insert table Al about here. 
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Figure 1. Danish zero coupon bond yields 1976.1 - 1985.7. Source: Engsted and 
Tanggaard (1994). 
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Figure 2. US zero coupon bond yields 1952.1 - 1987.2. Source: McCullough (1990). 
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Figure 3. Fannland data for the Coro Belt agricultural region in the US 1921 - 1989. 

The real rent series has been rescaled to facilitate comparison. Source: Tegene and 
Kuchler (1994). 
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Table 1. Tests íor multicointegration in the US and Danish tenn structure. Values oí 

the augmented Dickey-Fuller cointegration t-ratio based upon the regressions ~4.3) and 

(4.4). respectively. The cntries n=3 months and n=lO years r~fer to the maturity oí the 
long yield, R;II), and in both cases the short yield, R;1), was the 1-month yield whereby 

the spread variable was constructe.d as s,=R~ntR~l), and /:,..lS,=Lj.~Sj' For the US data the 

augmenting lags in the auxiliary regression were 1-8. For the Danish data no 

augmentation lags were needed. "*", "**" indicates significance on the 5% and 1% 
levels respectively, c.f. Phillips and Ouliaris (1990). 

US Denmark 

LHS-variable n=3 months n=IOyears n=3 months n=IO years 

/:,..lS, -1.20 -1.97 -2.03 -2.28 

R(l), -2.73 -3.34 -3.80· -3.99'-

TabIe 2. ADF tests for muIticointegration in farrnland prices and rents from the Coro 

Belt area. One augmenting lag was used in the auxiliary regression. 

U/S variable Estimate of r=8·1 ADF-t-ratio 

.0535 -4.60" 

.0531 -5.09· 
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Tab1e Al. Critica1 values for the cointegration ADF-test allowing for 1(2) variables. An 
intercept plus a trend have been incIuded in the cointegration re~ession. The indices 
mi and m2 indicate the number o,f 1(1) and 1(2) variables on the right hand side of the 
cointegration regression. The left hand side variable is an 1(2) variable. T indicates the' 
sample size. It is further assumed that al! the 1(2) variables of the model cointegrate 
into an 1(1) relation. 

Probabi/ity 01 a Smaller Value 

mz=l mz=2 

m, T .01 .025 .05 .10 .01 .025 .05 .10 

25 -5.21 -4.72 -4.29 -3.88 -5.81 -5.25 -4.83 -4.41 

50 -4.66 -4.33 -4.01 -3.67 -5.14 -4.77 -4.45 -4.10 
O 100 -4.55 -4.18 -3.90 -3.59 -4.93 -4.56 -4.31 -3.98 

250 -4.41 -4.08 -3.83 -3.51 ·4.81' -4.49 -4.20 -3.91 

500 -4.33 -4.04 -3.78 ·3.49 -4.75 -4.42 -4.14 -3.84 

25 -5.60 -5.10 -4.71 .4.30 -6.24 -5.68 -5.21 -4.80 

50 -5.11 -4.70 -4.42 -4.08 -5.62 -5.22 -4.89 -4.51 
1 100 -4.85 -4.54 -4.26 -3.94 -5.23 -4.90 -4.62 -4.29 

250 ·4.73 -4.43 -4.19 -3.89 -5.11 -4.77 -4.50 -4.20 

500 -4.73 -4.42 .4.15 ·3.87 -5.05 -4.74 -4.48 -4.18 

25 -6.09 -5.57 -5.14 -4.69 -6.70 -6.17 -5.70 -5.22 

50 -5.47 -5.07 -4.74 -4.38 -5.98 -5.53 -5.17 -4.792 
100 -5.21 -4.86 -4.58 -4.26 -5.59 -5.19 .4.93 -4.62 

250 -5.07 ·4.79 -4.51 -4.20 -5.35 -5.07 -4.80 .4.51 

500 -5.00 -4.73 -4.48 -4.18 ·5.34 -5.02 -4.75 -4.46 

25 -6.47 -5.95 -5.53 -5.08 -7.19 -6.63 -6.08 -5.89 

50 -5.89 -5.43 -5.13 -4.76 -6.23 -5.81 -5.48 -5.12 
3 100 -5.52 -5.18 -4.91 -4.59 -5.97 -5.58 -5.25 -4.92 

250 -5.38 -5.05 -4.78 -4.74 -5.69 -5.37 -5.07 -4.80 

500 -5.34 -5.04 -4.78 -4.50 -5.67 -5.33 -5.06 -4.76 

25 -6.95 -6.37 -5.90 -5.44 -7.61 -6.93 ·6.43 ·5.91 

50 -6.35 -5.85 -5.47 -5.10 -6.64 -6.18 -5.82 -5.41 
4 100 -5.86 -5.49 -5.20 -4.89 -6.09 -5.76 -5.50 ·5.16 

250 -5.66 -5.35 -5.08 -4.77 -5.95 -5.61 -5.34 -5.04 

500 -5.63 -5.31 -5.06 -4.76 -5.92 -5.56 -5.29 -5.02 

NOTE. TIle standard crrors ofthe fractiles vary, but generaUy they tie in the interval {.01-.03}. The 
simulalions were based upon 1ססoo replications. An intercept and a time trend were inc1uded in the 
cointcgration rcgrcssion. mi anel ntz. denote lhe numbcr of 1(1)- nnd I(2)-regressors, rcspcctivcly. 


